ABSTRACT
. Furthermore, mouse enhancers or analogous ribosomal gene sequences from the plant Arabidopsis thaliana can stimulate transcription from a Xenopus promoter in injected frog oocytes (7, 8) . Likewise, Xenopus enhancers can substitute for their mouse counterparts in vitro (9) . Therefore, ribosomal RNA gene promoters and enhancers (see Figure LB) can function across phylogenetic boundaries despite the lack of DNA sequence conservation.
How can the conserved pol I transcription machinery tolerate extensive sequence divergence among regulatory DNA elements? The answer presumably lies in the ability of the fundamental transcription factors to recognize the rapidly evolving DNA. Two vertebrate pol I transcription factors, Upstream Binding Factor (UBF) and the TATA-Binding Protein (TBP) have been cloned and characterized (for review see 1) . UBF was originally purified by two independent means, first as a human cell fraction necessary for RNA polymerase I transcription in vitro and as an rRNA gene enhancer binding protein (10) (11) (12) . UBF has now been purified and cloned from human, frog, rat and mouse (7, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . The UBF protein consists of an amino terminal dimerization domain (19, 21, 22) followed by five repeated 80 amino acid domains (17) termed HMG-boxes due to their similarity to the DNA binding domains of High Mobility Group (HMG) proteins 1 and 2 (16) , and a highly acidic carboxyl terminal tail.
All three nuclear transcription systems require TBP (23 -25) . In human extracts the pol I transcription activity named SL1 [Selectivity Factor 1; (26)] contains TBP and at least three TBPAssociated Factors (TAFs) (27) . In other species the equivalent activity has been named TFID, Factor D, Rib-I or TIF-1B (15, 18, (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) . Human SLI requires interaction with UBF to form a promoter complex which can be visualized as a DNase I footprint that is more extensive than the footprint produced by UBF (33) . Therefore, UBF appears to be the primary DNA binding transcription factor in the human system (10, 13) . In mice, however, UBF is not required for SLI to bind the promoter (34, 35) but both factors still interact to form a footprint more extensive than either activity alone (13) . Furthermore, several studies have revealed that mouse rRNA transcription is greatly *To whom correspondence should be addressed Q--n) 1994 Oxford University Press stimulated by UBF apparently by acting early in the assembly of stable pre-initiation complexes (10, 15, 18, 34) . It has been proposed that UBF acts as both an activator, by stabilizing the interaction of the TBP-containing activity and/or RNA polymerase I with the promoter and as an anti-repressor by preventing histone (or other DNA binding factors) mediated repression (35, 36) .
A consensus sequence defining a UBF binding site has not emerged from comparisons of footprinted regions thought to be biologically meaningful. These include Xenopus and mouse enhancers and ribosomal gene promoter domains from Xenopus, human, rat and mouse (discussed in 12, 37). Nonetheless, UBF from all vertebrate species tested produces essentially identical footprints on various promoter or enhancer probes suggesting that vertebrate UBFs recognize DNA in the same way (7, (12) (13) (14) 33) . To reconcile these observations it has been suggested that the structure of ribosomal gene promoters may have been conserved in evolution without primary sequence conservation (12) .
The apparent importance of UBF in promoter recognition and transcription complex assembly coupled with the lack of a consensus UBF binding site led us to systematically examine how UBF interacts with nucleic acids. We show that either UBF does not have any strict sequence requirements for DNA binding or that discrimination between specific and non-specific sites is too subtle to be determined in vitro. We also show that UBF can recognize highly structured nucleic acids including tRNAs and a synthetic cruciform DNA. Taken together, these results suggest that structural features of DNA may be more important than the primary sequence for UBF recognition and that the relaxed binding specificity of UBF may allow the rapid drift of ribosomal RNA gene promoter and enhancer sequences.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Xenopus UBF purification UBF was purified from isolated nuclei of an X. laevis kidney cell line (line Xlk2) by chromatography on DEAE -Sepharose, Biorex 70, and Mono Q as described (12, 37) . UBF-DNA interaction conditions and probes DNase I footprinting and gel mobility shift assays (using 4% polyacrylamide, 25 mM TBE gels) involved the use of 5' endlabelled probes ( -0.2ng probe per reaction) and 5-10 ng highly purified UBF as described previously (12, 37) .
In experiments that involved DNA methylation, probes were treated with 38.4 mM dimethylsulfate following end-labeling and prior to gel purification. An average of one methylation event per DNA molecule was accomplished using standard protocols (56) . Saturation methylation was achieved using 384.0 mM dimethylsulfate and a 20-fold extended incubation period. In the latter case, the high degree of methylation was verified by piperidine cleavage followed by electrophoresis on a denaturing gel; no fragments larger that 15 nucleotides were detected following autoradiography. For CpG methylation, the 81bp enhancer probe was methylated with CpG methylase (USB) and S-adenosyl methionine using conditions of the supplier. For For cruciform binding experiments, the four oligonucleotides shown in figure 5 were individually labelled at the 5' end by T4 polynucleotide kinase (Promega) using standard conditions (57) . The sequence of the oligonucleotides and structure of the cruciform are shown in Figure 5C . The cruciform was formed by combining 0.5 pmoles of each labelled oligonucleotide in 10 ,ul of 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 containing 10 mM MgCl2 incubating the annealing reaction at 95°C for five minutes and cooling to 25°C over a period of thirty minutes. All binding reactions with cruciform DNA were performed in the presence of 2 mM MgCl2. Correct formation of the cruciform was verified by demonstrating susceptibility to digestion by Rsa I and Alu I at sites formed in the arms upon proper annealing.
Sequence selection by UBF of minima length enhancers with randomized sequences A 66 nucleotide enhancer oligodeoxynucleotide and two primers were synthesized: the randomized 66 mer oligo was: 5' AG-GCCCCAGCCCCACCGGGAGTTCCAGGNNNNNNNNNN-NNNNNAGCAGGCTCGTCCCCCTGCCCTG 3', where N denotes positions at which all four nucleotides were equally represented (verified by Maxam-Gilbert sequencing of the starting oligonucleotide population) ; primer 1: 5' AGGCCCC-AGCCCCACC 3'; primer 2: 5' CAGGGCAGGGGGACGAG 3'. Primer 2 was end-labelled and annealed to the 66 mer and second strand synthesis was performed using the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I (New England Biolabs) and all four nucleoside triphosphates (1mM). The resulting double stranded probe was gel purified and incubated (in probe excess) with UBF and subjected to gel mobility shift analysis (37) . Following electrophoresis, the gel was exposed to film and the shifted UBF -probe complexes localized, excised, and eluted in 100 microliters of TE, pH 8.0. Eluted DNA was amplified using the Polymerase Chain Reaction and primers 1 and 2 (endlabelled). The PCR products were gel purified, eluted in 200 microliters of TE, pH 8.0, and subsequently used in another round of shifting. The gel-shifting/amplification process was repeated a total of 3 times. The final PCR products were treated with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I to ensure blunt ends and were then cloned into the EcoRV site of pBluescript SK-. Resulting clones were sequenced using the Promega fmol sequencing kit. RESULTS UBF-DNA interactions are sequence tolerant To probe the sequence requirements for UBF binding, we first performed methylation interference analysis (38) using a probe which consisted of two enhancers flanked by 44 bp of plasmid polylinker DNA (Figure 2A ). The probe DNA was methylated with dimethylsulfate using conditions that methylate the probe an average of once per molecule. Dimethylsulfate efficiently methylates guanosines at the N7 position and inefficiently methylates adenosines at the N3 position. UBF was allowed to bind to the methylated probe. UBF -DNA complexes and free probe were then separated by gel retardation and the complexes at 4'C (39) were isolated from the gel. The DNA was cleaved at the methylated sites with piperidine. Probe molecules methylated at specific guanosine or adenosine residues with which UBF must interact for stable binding should be absent from the UBF -DNA complexes; therefore, comparison of the piperidine cleavage patterns of DNA in the UBF -enhancer complexes to free or naked DNA should reveal important guanosine (major groove) and adenosine (minor groove) contacts. However, the enhancer sequences are extremely GC rich (>75%), therefore this assay was expected to yield information primarily concerning guanosine contacts in the major groove. We detected no difference in the cleavage patterns of DNA derived from UBF -probe complexes (lane 1), free probe isolated from the gel (lane 2), or methylated probe DNA used for the binding experiments (lane 3). This showed that no single methylated guanosine or adenosine is critical for UBF binding. In agreement with this result, methylation protection experiments also failed to reveal any UBFinduced protections of the probe DNA (Pikaard, unpublished) . This latter assay involves treating UBF-DNA complexes directly with dimethylsulfate in a footprinting reaction, unlike the methylation interference assay in which methylation of the probe precedes protein binding.
We reasoned that more than one nucleotide might need to be methylated to disrupt UBF binding, therefore we heavily methylated an 81bp enhancer probe (79% G+C) using high concentrations of dimethylsulfate and extended reaction times. Surprisingly, binding of UBF to this fully methylated probe was not disrupted in the gel mobility shift assay ( Figure 2B , compare lanes 1-3 with lanes 5-7). The effect on UBF binding of N5 methylation of cytosine residues (also a major groove modification) by CpG methylase was also tested using the same 8lbp enhancer probe used in Figure 2B . Though Figure 3 . No simple consensus sequence is apparent from this analysis, nor are any common structural features (such as direct repeats, inverted repeats, palindromes, or stem loops) found in each of the sequences. Thymidines tended to be present at positions 8 and 12 (47% frequency at each) and adenosines were found 53% of the time at position 15, whereas C was never found at this position. However, scanning the known promoter and enhancer sequences for TNNNTNNA failed to reveal any matches, leading us to believe that these frequencies did not reflect any functional significance. In the natural enhancer, the fifteen nucleotide region that was randomized is 80% GC rich, whereas the selected sequences from the random oligo population averaged 42% G+C. This was surprising given our preconception that UBF has a preference for GC rich DNA, a bias stemming from the sensitivity of UBF to competition by poly (dI-dC)poly (dI-dC), but its relative insensitivity to poly (dA-dT) poly (dA-dT) (12, 37) . We considered the possibility that a UBF recognition site might be located outside of the randomized region of the probe population tested, or even outside of the footprinted region. However, binding studies with several of the selected clones showed that the randomized region of the probes dramatically affected the UBF footprints, suggesting that the randomized region was within the sequences with which UBF interacts (Copenhaver and Pikaard, data not shown).
Minor groove binding reagents disrupt UBF-enhancer interactions Minor groove interactions between transcription factors and DNA are normally detected by showing that N3 methylation by dimethylsulfate of critical adenosines abolishes factor binding. However, the methylation interference and protection assays failed to reveal any such specific UBF -purine contacts ( Figure   2A ). Therefore, we employed an indirect method to test if UBF interacts with the minor groove. Specifically, we tested whether UBF could bind enhancer DNA in the presence of the minor groove binding drugs chromomycin A3, distamycin A, or actinomycin D (39, 40) . In preliminary titration experiments, all three drugs were found to produce discrete DNase I footprints on the enhancer probe (Putnam and Pikaard, unpublished). Therefore, the probe (consisting of two enhancers) was incubated with a similar range of drug concentrations and full-length UBF was then added to the reactions. The effect of the drugs on UBF binding was assessed using the gel mobility shift assay. UBF binding was competed by all three drugs ( Figure 4) (Figure 5A ). In fact, tRNA was A. as good a competitor on a mass basis as poly (dI-dC) * poly (dIdC) (37 Figure 5 . UBF binds to complex structures such as tRNA and DNA cruciforms. (A) Transfer RNA competes against UBF-enhancer interactions as efficiently as the strongest simple-sequence DNA competitors (37) . UBF -enhancer interactions were visualized using the gel mobility shift assay. Lanes 1-5 contained 0, 0.1, 1.0, 10 or 100 ng of yeast tRNA. Competition is visible at 10 ng of yeast tRNA (300 fmoles; 120:1 molar ratio of tRNA : probe) (B) A cruciform is a strong binding substrate for UBF as determined by the gel mobility shift assay. Note that UBF forms a complex with the (60)2 probe and the cruciform with siniilar efficiency. In both binding reactions 0.2 ng of DNA were used (2.5 fmoles and 5 fmoles for (60)2 and the cruciform DNA respectively). (C) Sequence and structure of the cruciform used in Figure 6B assembled by annealing four 32 bp synthetic oligonucleotides.
of UBF to bind artificial cruciform DNA assembled from four oligonucleotides. UBF bound efficiently to the cruciform DNA, producing a distinct shifted complex in the gel mobility shift assay ( Figure 5B ). DISCUSSION UBF interactions with DNA are sequence-tolerant Like several other HMG-box containing proteins, UBF does not appear to require interaction with a specific consensus sequence for nucleic acid binding. This was first suggested by the lack of sequence similarity among previously characterized promoter and enhancer sequences footprinted by UBF (12) . In this study we carefully and systematically probed for cryptic sequence patterns to which UBF interacts specifically, but failed to identify any such sequences, confirming that UBF is a highly sequencetolerant nucleic acid binding protein. Specifically, guanosine, adenosine or cytosine contacts could not be found using methylation interference or the randomized binding sequence approach (Figures 2 and 3) . Furthermore, poly (dI-dC).poly (dIdC) has been known for some time to be a potent competitor of UBF binding to promoter or enhancer sequences, suggesting that UBF can bind strongly to sequences of minimal complexity (10) (11) (12) 37) . More recently, we have found that even simpler polymers including poly (dA) * poly (dT) and poly (dG) * (dC) are reasonably strong competitors (Denton and Pikaard, unpublished), though poly (dA-dT).poly (dA-dT) remains the weakest of the simple sequence competitors we have tested (37; Denton and Pikaard unpublished).
Despite UBF's propensity for binding nucleic acids without demonstrable specificity, UBF does not appear to be entirely nonspecific in its DNA binding. Evidence is that UBF produces discrete DNase I footprints on specific regions of enhancer and promoter probes as opposed to non-specifically coating the DNA. We have shown previously that on an enhancer probe flanked by approximately 50 bp of flanking plasmid DNA, the UBF footprint is confined to the enhancer sequences without protecting the plasmid DNA (37). Furthermore, not all probes are footprinted by UBF, including the rRNA promoter of the plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Gaudino and Pikaard, unpublished). It is plausible that UBF has slightly higher affmiity for certain sites over random DNA but this discrimination is too subtle to be obvious in binding studies with highly purified UBF in vitro. Preferred binding sites may be those sequences which are flexible in the conformations they can adopt as opposed to being a specific sequence. Our demonstrations that UBF can interact with structured nucleic acids such as tRNAs and a synthetic DNA cruciform is consistent with such an hypothesis. The original purification of UBF by DNA affinity chromatography to promoter or enhancer sequences (10-12) may have been successful due to the presence of other proteins that improved UBF's binding specificity in the partially purified extracts. Alternatively, the potential for numerous non-specific interactions between UBF and other macromolecules in the extracts and/or with the poly (dA-dT)-poly (dA-dT) added to the binding reactions may have allowed higher affinity binding to enhancer or promoter DNA to result in preferential retention on the column.
UBF is a member of the sequence-tolerant HMG-box family of proteins The HMG-box containing family of proteins is a growing class of proteins that appear to use this protein domain for DNA binding. Different proteins within the family have limited sequence similarity to one another even within the HMG boxes (45, 46) . Those regions that are conserved appear to be responsible for folding the three alpha helices of the HMG-box into an L-shape (47, 48) . This conservation presumably accounts for the similar properties of various members of the HMG-box protein family. The insensitivity of UBF to major groove modifications coupled with its sensitivity to the minor groove binding drugs distamycin A, chromomycin A3 and actinomycin D suggests that UBF may be a minor groove binding protein as determining factor), TCF1 (T-Cell Factor-1), and LEF-1 (Lymphoid Enhancer Factor) (41, 42) . The DNA binding specificity of different HMG-box proteins is presumably dictated by variant amino acids displayed on the DNA binding surface(s) (47, 48) . However, a generalization that is emerging is that proteins containing a single HMG-box tend to be sequence specific binding proteins whereas proteins with multiple HMGboxes, such as UBF, tend to be relaxed in their sequence recognition properties (45) .
HMG-box containing proteins have been shown in several cases to recognize structured nucleic acids such as cruciforms (44, 49, 50) . Rat HMG1 and human SRY are known to bind cruciform DNA in a sequence-independent fashion using the gel mobilityshift assay (44, 49) and HMG-T from trout has been shown to bind a cruciform structure upstream of its own gene (50) . The L-shape of the HMG-box might fit nicely with the angles formed between the arms of a cruciform, making such an interaction intuitively appealing. Consequently, the binding of UBF to a DNA cruciform ( Figure SB) is not unusual. However, binding to tRNA, as inferred from competition studies ( Figure 5A ), has not been described (to our knowledge) for any other HMG-box protein. In fact, the only other HMG-box protein we know of that interacts with RNA is a recently identified Drosophila homolog of human SSRP (Structure-Specific Recognition Protein) that, like UBF, is concentrated in the nucleolus (51) . An intriguing possibility is that the nucleolar localization of UBF may not be due solely to DNA binding (52) but could also be due to RNA binding.
The sequence-tolerant nature of UBF binding may accommodate the rapid evolution of ribosomal RNA gene sequences It is paradoxical that ribosomal RNA gene intergenic spacer sequences that include promoters and enhancers evolve rapidly whereas polymerase I transcription factors such as UBF and TATA-Binding Protein (TBP) have been highly conserved. Any model that can accommodate a lack of promoter sequence conservation among species that maintain essentially identical transcription factors must invoke the binding of at least one protein with a relaxed specificity for primary sequence. In this regard, UBF is a likely candidate because we have shown that it is clearly a sequence-tolerant protein previously shown to produce discrete footprints on the promoters of all vertebrate species examined (7, (12) (13) (14) 33) . In addition, UBF can functionally substitute across species boundaries in some cases (13, 14) , and it is apparently involved in recruiting or stabilizing the TBP-containing activity in transcription complexes on the promoter (10, 13, 18, 33, 34, 53) .
An interesting parallel to UBF's ability to bind rapidly evolving promoter sequences may be provided by mtTFl, a protein involved in mitochondrial transcription. Mitochondrial transcription extracts from mouse and human are species-specific, and like ribosomal gene promoters, the mouse and human mitochondrial promoters have very different sequences. Nonetheless, mouse and human mtTFl can bind the promoters of either species and can function across species boundaries to activate transcription (54) . mtTF1, like UBF, is an HMG-box containing protein (55) with a high affinity for non-promoter sequences (54) .
One can speculate that the mechanisms responsible for the rapid sequence evolution of the rDNA led to the co-evolution of UBF are the HMG-box containing proteins SRY (the mammalian testis as a sequence-tolerant transcription factor. Altematively, the sequence-tolerant nature of UBF may allow relatively unconstrained DNA sequence evolution. Nonetheless, UBF's apparent lack of stringent specificity is surprising for a transcription factor thought to act early in the process of promoter recognition and pre-initiation complex assembly. Therefore, an attractive possibility is that UBF gains promoter specificity through the interaction with other proteins.
